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Abstract—This paper compares standard Differential 
Evolution algorithm with AncDE, which adds a separate cache 
of recent ancestors that serve as an additional source of high-
quality genetic information. We compare the solutions produced 
by both DE and AncDE algorithms using benchmarks of 15 
different numeric optimisation problems. Two distinct 
explorations are presented. The first test is distinct algorithmic 
variants of AncDE. The second part of this paper defines an 
MDV attribute and results are presented indicating some 
interesting differences in MDV between the DE and AncDE 
algorithms. Our findings indicate that ancestors can help to 
overcome some of the local variations in solutions quality and 
improve solution quality by improving population diversity. 
 
Index Terms—Different Vector; Ancestor Archive; Ancestor 
Usage Probability; Ancestor Replacement Probability; Trial 
Vector; Donor Vector. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Evolutionary algorithms are population-based optimisation 
systems that gradually converge towards some optimum 
solution. However, the search landscape may vary 
significantly in its structure and complexity across its surface, 
and this may cause the algorithm to be unable to reach a 
global optimum. Instinctively one way to overcome this 
drawback is by increasing the diversity [1] within the 
population. Evolutionary algorithms have adopted and 
explored the four (4) causes of improvement in natural 
evolution: selection, mutation, migration and genetic drift. 
However, Lolle et al. [2] and Hopkins et al. [3] 
controversially proposed the 5th cause of genetic 
improvements, that of ancestor-based genetic repair. Lolle’s 
work has been successfully adapted for use in combinatorial 
optimisation in [4], while this paper builds on previous work 
[5] adapting the ancestral cache idea for numeric optimisation 
based on DE in the form of an ancestor driven extension to 
the DE algorithm. Thus, we used the ancestor vector as an 
archive population to extend the diversity contained in the 
main population. 
This paper use enhances Differential Evolution DE (Storn 
& Price, 1997 [6]; Babu et al., 2016 [7]) called AncDE 
proposed by [8] with variant AncDE/best/1/bin. AncDE 
suggests using ancestor from the archive that stores the 
previous history of current population and the ancestor is 
selected randomly using two parameters to control both the 
age and the frequency of ancestral archive. Since AncDE has 
been introduced recently and merely been used therefore we 
would like to test AncDE with other variants over CEC2015 
Bound Constrained Single-Objective Computationally 
Expensive Numerical Optimization Problems and record its 
performance over for further investigation. We also run 
another test to compute the distance between the target vector 
and donor vector for each generation in our propose 
calculation called magnitude difference between target and 
donor vector (MDV). We would like to scrutinise the AncDE 
landscape for each different variant and compare to MDV 
landscape of DE as a benchmark as well as to verify the 
impact of ancestor vectors upon the evolutionary process.  
The paper is organised as follows: In Section 2 briefly 
describes the review of the related work as well as the 
different parameters and variants used in this work. The result 
and discussion obtained in Section 3. We draw conclusions 
and future work in Section 4. 
 
II. RELATED WORKS 
 
Mendel's Law of Inheritance stated three laws for an 
inheritance to occur; segregation, independent assortment and 
dominance [9]. There is four sources of genetic variation that 
is generally accepted in natural evolution: natural selection, 
mutation, genetic drift and migration and these have been 
widely adopted and emulated within evolutionary algorithms. 
Lolle et al. (2005) [2] Hopkins et al. (2013) [3] 
controversially proposed the 5th source of genetic variation, 
in the form of ancestor-based genetic repair, where she 
discovered Arabidopsis plant stores the genetic information 
and reappearing in the subsequent generation. Additionally, 
the genetic information can fix the current generation.  
In this work, we explore different variants of an ancestrally 
driven algorithm. In regard to the archive algorithms 
performance in multi-objective optimisation as well to favour 
the diversity, there are four (4) causes of improvement in 
natural evolution: selection, mutation, migration and genetic 
drift. Building on previous work [4] and [5], this paper 
attempts to improve both quality and reliability of the results 
produced by an ancestor driven extension to the DE 
algorithm, by comparing variants of AncDE and verify which 
variants would perform better. 
 
III. STANDARD DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION 
 
Differential Evolution (DE) [6] [7] has become extremely 
popular because of its efficiency and simple implementation 
and has been shown to be one of the most reliable algorithms 
in dealing with optimisation problems [10]. In standard DE 
with best/1/bin, the best vector is selected from initial 
population G = {x1, x2,...,x|G|}. Then the other two distinct 
vectors (𝑥𝑟1,𝐺) and (𝑥𝑟2,𝐺) are selected from the population G 
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and calculate the difference vector between them.  This 
different vector then multiplies with F; a mutation factor in 
[0, 1] that controls the extension of differential variation, then 
added with the best vector to produce donor vector (𝑣𝑖,𝐺) in 
Equation (1). Crossover phase produces a trial vector using 
binomial crossover in Equation (2). 
 
𝑣𝑖,𝐺  =  𝑥𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡,𝐺 +  𝐹(𝑥𝑟1,𝐺  −  𝑥𝑟2,𝐺)                                     (1) 
 
(2) 
 
CR is crossover constant in the range [0,1] while jrand in 
randomly chosen integer in the range [1, D], where D is the 
size of dimension to ensure the trial vector Ui,G differs from 
related target vector Xi,G at least in one dimension. The last 
stage is selection phase in Equation (3), and all stage repeated 
until it reaches the stopping criteria [6]: 
 
 
(3) 
 
One of the benefits of difference vectors is that the 
magnitude of moves decreases as the population converges to 
an optimum, allowing a more fine-grained search to occur 
[11]. 
 
IV. ANCESTRAL DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION - ANCDE 
 
In this section, we describe previous work on AncDE, using 
a version of the algorithm called AncDE_trial. We shall 
describe this version in detail in the first section, and then we 
shall introduce three new variants on the AncDE algorithm. 
AncDE proposed the following extension to the standard 
Differential Evolution: first, a second “shadow population” 
(cache) of recently discarded solution vectors is created and 
updated stochastically along with the new trial vectors to 
enter the population. In this paper, we explore a cache that is 
equal in size to the main population and where each cached 
solution is the ancestor of the corresponding solution in the 
main population. The second modification concerns the use 
of the ancestral cache when generating donor vectors. AncDE 
allows the use of both current population and the ancestral 
cache to generate difference vectors. The main attractive 
quality of the cache is that it offers (reasonably) high-quality 
solutions to broaden the search space, overcoming the 
limitation of alternate techniques such as the use of random 
mutations. Two parameters have been introduced by AncDE 
to control the ancestral cache. The first parameter is the 
ancestor replacement probability (arp) to control the age of 
ancestral archive, and the value is between [0, 1]. If the arp 
value is too low, this will cause the ancestor archive unrelated 
to the current population. However, the higher value of arp 
will make the ancestor archive too similar to the current 
population. The second parameter is ancestor usage 
probability (aup) to moderate the frequency of an ancestor, 
and the value is between [0,1]. If the aup = 0, the ancestral 
difference vector will not be applied and reduce the 
possibility of having an ancestral template in the next 
population. However, aup value that closes to 1 will increase 
the impact of archive vector on the current population. 
 
A. AncDE_trial 
The first version of AncDE is based on DE/best/1/bin, but 
the techniques can be easily applied to most variants of DE. 
At mutation stage, AncDE will select a trial vector ?⃗? 𝑖  from 
the current population, and using ancestor usage probability 
(aup) to select ancestral vector 𝐴(𝑋 𝑖). AncDE has proposed a 
new ancestral difference vector, which differ from DE to 
calculate the difference vector when random value j is smaller 
than aup. AncDE will retain normal difference vector when 
the random value j is bigger than aup, as shown in Equation 
(4). We call this version as AncDE_trial [8]: 
 
 
(4) 
B. AncDE_best 
In this section, we introduced AncDE with a new variant 
called AncDE_best where we will select best vector (𝑋 𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡,𝑗) 
from the current population. We calculated the difference 
vector by having ancestor vector (𝐴(𝑋 𝑖)) to subtract with best 
vector (𝑋 𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡,𝑗) and multiply it with F [0,1] if 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑗[0,1] is less 
than aup value. Otherwise, we will apply the standard DE 
mutation in Equation (5). We believe by applying best vector 
from the current population may give positive impact over 
overall performance for AncDE. 
 
 
(5) 
C. AncDE_CTB1 
The second algorithmic variant that we introduce is 
AncDE_CTB1. This strategy is based upon the DE variant 
called current-to-best/2/bin, which has been shown as good 
convergence property [12] as shown in Equation (6). 
 
 
(6) 
 
In this variant 𝑉𝑖,𝐺  is the trial vector from current 
population, 𝑋𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡,𝐺 is the best vector from the current 
population, 𝐴𝑋𝑖,𝐺 is random ancestor vector, 𝑋𝑟1,𝐺 and 𝑋𝑟2,𝐺 
are any two random vectors from current population. If the 
value of  𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑗[0,1] is bigger than aup value, we will apply the 
standard DE mutation. 
 
D. AncDE_CTB2 
The third variant that we introduce is AncDE_CTB2. We 
use current-to-best with ancestral vector if random value j is 
less than aup, else we will use standard DE/best/1/bin as 
shown in Equation (7):  
 
 
(7) 
 
All the variants (A, B, C, and D) will follow that standard 
AncDE crossover and selection stage as stated in [8]. In 
crossover stage, for binomial crossover, we use the following 
formula with probability p = Cr, such that for each vector i in 
the population and each j is an element of a vector 𝑋 𝑖: 
 
 
(8) 
 
𝑢𝑗 ,𝑖 ,𝐺 =  
𝑢𝑗 ,𝑖 ,𝐺 , if (𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑗 [0,1] ≤ 𝐶𝑅)𝑜𝑟 (𝑗 = 𝑗𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 )
𝑥𝑗 ,𝑖 ,𝐺 , 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
 
𝑋𝑖 ,𝐺+1 =  
𝑈𝑖 ,𝐺 , if  𝑓(𝑈𝑖,𝐺)  ≤  𝑓(𝑋𝑖 ,𝐺)
𝑥𝑖 ,𝐺 , 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
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AncDE uses the same selection and replacement process as 
stated in standard DE where the best solution will be added 
to the new population. However, AncDE had added 
additional step; if the new trial vector is better than the current 
trial vector and the random value j is lower than ancestor 
replacement probability (arp) then the ancestral archive will 
be updated, but if random value j is bigger than ancestor 
replacement probability (arp) then the ancestral archive will 
remain the same. All stages repeated until it reaches the 
stopping criteria. 
 
V. MAGNITUDE DIFFERENCE VECTOR (MDV) 
 
In the following results section, we shall compare the 
performance of DE with the variants of AncDE as described 
above.  While our results focus on solution quality, we also 
introduce an additional quality that we use to monitor the 
progress of each algorithm. Watson in [13] gives a wide 
explanation on the fitness landscape. However, he did 
mention about researchers keep modifying and enhancing 
current algorithm without giving any explanation on why 
those algorithms work so well and under what conditions. 
Therefore, we introduce magnitude of the difference vectors 
(MDV) between the target vector and the trial vector for each 
generation.  This is an effective measure of the steps eyes 
employed while the solutions traverse across the problem 
space towards the optimal values. Where n is a number of 
population, Xt+1 is the target vector; Xt is a trial vector. This 
experiment focuses on the value of jump size between target 
vector and trial vector thus it represents the distance between 
current solution and new solution as in Equation (9). 
 
 
(9) 
 
VI. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 
This section compares the performances of different 
variants of AncDE: AncDE_trial. AncDE_best, 
AncDE_CTB1 and AncDE_CTB2 with standard DE in the 
first section. We also test over our proposed magnitude 
computation called MDV for all variants and DE in the 
second section. 
For variants comparison, we use the following parameters 
setup where NP = 25, F = 0.6, CR = 0.6, Range = 0.75 with 
aup = 0.5 and arp value = 0.15 for each AncDE variant to 
compare with standard DE (NP = 55, F = 0.55, CR = 0.95, 
Range = 0.75) with d = 30. Parameters for AncDE and DE 
(NP, F, and CR) as suggested in [8]. We run the test using the 
benchmark of 15 CEC2015 Bound Constrained Single-
Objective Computationally Expensive Numerical 
Optimization Problems [14] consist of unimodal for problem 
1 and 2, simple multimodal for problem 3, 4 and 5, hybrid 
function for problem 6, 7, and 8, problem 9 to 15 are 
composition functions.  
 
A. Different Variants Result 
The overall performance for different variants in AncDE, 
AncDE_best has produced the best result compared to other 
variants as shown in Figure 1. Although AncDE_CTB1 
surprisingly good for Problem 5, however as for overall result 
it only did a good performance for four problems (Problem 1, 
5, 6 and 7). Meanwhile, AncDE_CTB2 satisfied the 
expectation by did perform well on 8 out of 15 problems 
(Problem 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 13 and 15). AncDE_CTB2 even beat 
AncDE_trial for problem 1, 4, 5, 6, 13 and 14.  
We used Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test to compare the 
results produced by each algorithm with a significant level of 
0.05 and one-tailed test to support our result. The following 
analysis is based on a comparison between AncDE_best and 
the other AncDE variants, as we shall show that this is the 
best variant of these AncDE algorithms. From the statistic 
result, we found that AncDE_best significantly outperformed 
AncDE_CTB2 on 11 out of 15 problems (Problem 2, 3, 4, 7, 
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15). AncDE_best outperformed 
AncDE_CTB1 on 14 out of 15 problems exclude Problem 5. 
AncDE_best also outperformed AncDE_trial with 13 out 15 
problems (Problem 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15).  
For overall performance between AncDE_and DE, 
AncDE_best has produced a better result than DE on 13 out 
of 15 problems (Problem 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14 
and 15). DE has produced good results for problem 2 and 10. 
Based on the overall result AncDE_best produced the best 
results on this collection of problems outperform the other 
four variants. In the next section, we re-visit DE and 
AncDE_best to analyse their behaviour further.  
 
B. Magnitude Difference Vector (MDV) Results 
The ancestral archive of AncDE is initialised with an exact 
copy of the initial population, and for low values of arp, it 
may take many generations before these values are surpassed 
by new fitter solutions. Thus, we may expect AncDE to be 
“slow” during early convergence – hampered by these low-
quality solutions in the cache. 
Analysis of the MDV results showed in Figure 2 highlights 
a common pattern observed in the DE algorithm in particular. 
Looking at the MDV results for problem 1, we see that the 
MDV value for the DE algorithm is close to zero for the first 
50 (approximate) generations. Between generations 50 to 
100, we found that this MDV value reached its maximum 
value (reaching a larger value than all AncDE variants), 
before gradually reducing. In contrast, the AncDE variants 
generally generate high jump as early as 30 generations and 
reduce gradually after that. This pattern of early quiescence 
in the MDV value for DE is repeated across 12 distinct 
problems, numbered: 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 
15. Of these, AncDE_best produced the best solutions on 
solution quality of these problems, numbered: 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 
10, 11, 12, 14, and 15. 
Thus, the hypothesis that we propose is an algorithm that 
generates high MDV value at the very early generation has 
high possibility to produce a good result. This hypothesis is 
supported by the fact that the MDV pattern and the best 
results for this problem set agree on problems:  1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 
8, 10, 11, 12, 14, and 15. Based on the result of MDV, AncDE 
has fast convergence during the early generations, and we 
believe ancestral vector has caused the effect. It is obvious 
that by having the arp to control the age of ancestral vector 
did not slow the convergence process. 
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Figure 1: Solution Quality for AncDE_trial, AncDE_best, AncDECTB1, AncDECTB2 and DE
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Figure 2: MDV for each AncDE variants and DE for first 450 generation 
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VII. CONCLUSION 
 
This paper presents the evaluation of four versions of an 
ancestral extension to the standard DE algorithm: 
AncDE_trial, AncDE_best, AncDE_CTB1 and 
AncDE_CTB2. AncDE_trial is using the trial vector from 
current population, and AncDE_best is using the best vector 
from the current population. Both AncDE_CTB1 and 
AncDE_CTB2 are using the current-to-best method with a 
different approach. We also introduce magnitude 
computation called Magnitude Difference Vector (MDV) to 
calculate the distance between current solution and a new 
solution for every four variants and DE.  
From the result, AncDE with the best vector has 
outperformed other variants for this particular problem with 
same parameters for each variant. However, since parameters 
value may affect the algorithm performance, therefore we 
would like to have a further investigation on AncDE_best 
(and the other algorithms) with dynamic aup and arp 
controller on different problems in the future.   
For MDV result, we can conclude that the ancestral 
extension to DE, AncDE converged faster during the early 
generations than DE. We believe the ancestral vector may 
influence this convergence and then become an advantage to 
AncDE to produce a better result than DE in this problem. We 
would like to implement MDV in other algorithms to support 
our hypothesis.  
Arising from our results, we propose the hypothesis 
algorithm that is able to generate high magnitude difference 
at the very early generation may have high possibility to 
perform better. This is because big magnitude size between 
current and new solution will allow the algorithm to converge 
faster and satisfy the exploration of search space.  
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